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sinai Bedouins allowed land
ownership

Hisham Qandil will allow the people of Sinai to own the lands they
have been living on for years
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The revoluTion ConTinues

Colouring Cairo green

George Ishaq talks about the state
of the country, his party, the draft
constitution, and the Church

Shagara is a creative attempt to
improve our quality of life and save
cities along the way
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iMF team back in town

8

Shop owners fight back
against closing times

fjp refuse to comment on visit of technical delegation

AFP PHOTO / MANDEL NGAN

Legal action taken against Qandil and Abdeen for their
decision to enforce early closure

An International Monetary Fund (IMF)
technical team has started the latest
round of negotiations with the Egyptian Government over the proposed
$4.8 billion loan.
The delegation is supposed to discuss
actions to solve the Egyptian economy’s
persisting problems;a budget deficit that
rose to 11 per cent of gross domestic
product, massive youth unemployment
and worsening foreign reserves.
Former finance minister, Samir Radwan, whose tenure was extended under the premiership of both Ahmed
Shafiq and Essam Sharaf, welcomed the
resumption of negotiations and emphasised the importance of the loan
to Egypt, especially in today’s dire economic circumstances.
“I began the negotiations with the IMF
during my tenure, but the negotiations
failed due to domestic opposition. Now

the situation is much worse and there
is no way around signing with the IMF,”
Radwan told the Daily News Egypt.
The IMF loan is not only about the
$4.8 billion, it is also “a certificate of good
conduct for the Egyptian economy,” one
that could mobilise funds from other financial institutions to Egypt, he added,.
“Enough time wasting,” said Radwan, “we’ve already wasted 18 months,
and missed many opportunities due to
statements of financial experts that we
never heard of before, who don’t have
enough knowledge on the matter. Simply put, we need the funding of international institutions.”
On the issue of subsidies, Radwan
insisted that they must be phased-out
gradually starting with ones benefiting
the rich. “We can’t remove the all subsidies tomorrow morning,” he added.
The head of the economic committee at the Freedom and Justice Party,
Abdulla Shehata, refused to comment

Tunisia trumps
Egypt again

The Tunisian constitution will not include any references to Islamic Shari’a.
Tunisian newspaper Al-Chourouk released the first draft of the constitution,
written by the Tunisian Constituent Assembly, on Monday.
The draft is still in a preliminary phase
and most articles on system of governance are not finalised. Articles on the
fundamentals of state, rights, and freedoms are complete, however.
Unlike the Egyptian draft constitution, which establishes Islamic Shari’a as
the main source of legislation and allows
Christians and Jews to apply their own
religious laws, the Tunisian draft does
not mention religious laws.

nel the resources towards the health and
education sectors, and to spend more on
the infrastructure development.
Ahmed told Ahram online that the
government is still working out some
of the details, but the broad outlines are
clear, and that there are two challenges
that need to be faced, the first one is
to restore confidence in the Egyptian
economy, the second challenge is to
move forward and create a better economic future for all Egyptians, by targeting a higher and more inclusive growth
rate; a growth rate that generates job
opportunities, and provides equal opportunities for everyone.
An agreement with the IMF is also
important to unblock $1 billion in aid
offered by Europe and the United States,
in the framework of the Deauville Partnership. The partnership was launched
in May 2011 by the European Union and
the G-8 to provide financial support for
the Arab Spring countries.

Morsy sends aid to the
Gaza Strip

Openness, moderation and higher human values:
Tunisian constitutional interpretation of Islam offers
contrast to Egyptian proposal
By ahmed aboul enein

on the IMF’s visit saying that “we have
adopted a policy within the committee
not to comment on anything related to
the International Monetary Fund or the
loan issue.”
The government has worked out a
reform programme to meet the loan
requirements set by the IMF.
The IMF director for the Middle East and North Africa, Masood
Ahmed, told Reuters that “The programme has to address the challenges
that Egypt now faces.
“[They are] quite formidable and they
are both short-term challenges in terms
of strengthening fiscal and external resilience, but also the challenge of laying
the foundation for a revival of economic
activity over the medium term that is
going to provide jobs.”
The senior IMF official confirmed that
the objective of the negotiations would
be to eliminate any wasteful subsidies,
especially in the energy sector, to chan-

Although both constitutions establish Islam as the state religion, the ways
each draft interprets this are vastly different.
The “fundamentals of Islam” are
one of the bases of the Tunisian state
according to the preamble. They are
defined as “openness, moderation,
higher human values all inspired from
the cultural heritage of the Tunisian
people.”
In contrast, the Egyptian draft constitution draft defines the “principles”
of Shari’a as “including its holistic evidences; fundamental and doctrinal laws,
and trusted sources in the Sunni Islam
schools of thought.”
Continued on page 2

By Joel gulhane

Presidential spokesperson, Yasser Ali
confirmed that President Mohamed
Morsy ordered that aid be sent to
Gaza.
Ali told Daily News Egypt, “Egypt’s
supportive role to Gaza is an Egyptian,
Arab and Islamic duty and it is not possible for us to go back on our promise.
Every aid possible has to be given to
Gaza and will not be stopped.”
Dr Hani Al-Basoos, assistant professor of political sciences at Islamic
University in Gaza has welcomed this
decision. He said “This is a good start
for Egyptian policies in the Gaza strip.
There has been much contact between
the Gaza government and the Egyptian
government over the last few months
and this is the outcome.”
This announcement comes a week
after the Qatari Emir Sheikh Hamad bin
Khalifa Al-Thani visited Gaza last week
and announced a $254 million investment
project to help rebuild the Gaza strip.
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Al-Basoos commented “The aid
from Egypt is a step towards lifting the
siege that has lasted for six years. The
process will be gradual, but this is definitely a good start.” He added, “Egypt
will do its best to help but they cannot
do it alone.”
Hamas, who are currently the ruling power in the Gaza strip, had appealed to Egypt for the establishment
of a free trade zone around the border.
The Egyptian side rejected this proposal
despite Hamas believing the Egypt was
ready to implement such a zone.
The Israeli siege of the Gaza strip
began in 2007 which consisted of an
air, land and sea blockade. The Israeli
authorities restricted the goods that
were allowed to enter Gaza. This led
to an increase in smuggling between
Egypt and Gaza. There have also been
various unsuccessful attempts to
break the blockade by sea, the most
recent of which was the ship Estelle,
which was boarded by the Israeli Defence Force.

Commentary

new law threatens nighttime shops and cafes with a 10 pm closing time
By nouran el-Behairy

A lawsuit has been filed against Prime
Minister Hesham Qandil and Minister
of Local Development Ahmad Zaki Abdeen, challenging their decision to impose a weekday closing time of 10pm
on shops. Meanwhile, the decision
has been widely criticised by business
heads, consumer groups and even the
head of Cairo facilities police.
Aly Ayoub, a lawyer and general coordinator of the Front for Defending Egyptian
Institutions, filed the lawsuit on behalf of
Ashraf Makram, an owner and manager of
a telecommunications shop. In the petition
Ayoub said the decision is against the law
and will harm the interests of shop owners.

“The Qaliobeya governor Adel Zayed announced that the decision would
be implemented starting 3 November
and that’s why I filed the lawsuit.” Ayoub
said.“I’m against the decision and more
shop owners should join the cause because this affects them all.
“The decision wasn’t published in the
official state gazette, so we expect one
of two verdicts, either the court would
say there was no administrative decision or it would stop it,” Ayoub said.
He added that the Ministry of Interior conducted a study on the issue and
requested implementation of the decision be postponed.
Continued on page 2

Papal elections then
and now

LAURENCE UNDERHILL

By Mohamed salah eldin

Hassan Ibrahim

a technical delegation from the iMF has resumed negotiations over a proposed loan to egypt

answering prayers: Coptic Christians wait for the naming of a new pope

Sara Abou Bakr writes:
Religion is used as a weapon in the
hands of the ignorant. Moderate
Sheikhs are not given enough media
time.The state is not spreading moderate teachings, and the same applies
for mosques across Egypt

Page 6

Coptic voters elected the final three
papal candidates on Monday, leading up
to the Church’s papal selection next
Sunday. Bishop Raphael, Bishop Tawadros, and Father Raphael Ava Mina will be
subject to an altar ballot on 4 November, the result of which will determine
the 118th Pope of the Coptic Orthodox Church.
The selection will come almost eight
months after Pope Shenouda III, the pre-

vious pontiff, died in March and comes
at a critical time for the Church and its
place in Egypt after the revolution.
The Church has historically played a
political role, but the current state of
the country raises questions as to how
the new Pope’s influence will differ from
his predecessor’s amid political instability and heightened sectarianism.
Feature on page 7
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tunisia trumps egypt again
The Tunisian draft establishes the state’s
protection of religion in general, but
does not mention Islam specifically.The
religious protection translates into the
protection of freedom of belief and worship. The Egyptian draft also establishes
freedom of belief but limits freedom
of worship to adherents of Abrahamic
religions.
Al-Azhar, in the Egyptian draft, is an
independent Islamic body with mandate
to spread Islam worldwide It gives the
religious institution’s Council of Senior
Scholars an advisory role in determining
the principles of Islamic Shari’a, which
legislation is to be based on.
In contrast, the Tunisian protection of
religion clause obliges the state to ensure religious institutions are politically
neutral and prevents political groups
from campaigning within them.
A proposed Tunisian article limits the
presidency to Muslims, but there are
counter proposals allowing citizens of
all religious backgrounds. It is yet to be
determined whether the state will be
semi presidential or parliamentary, but
in both cases the prime minister, who
will exercise power equal to or greater
than the president, can be of any religious background.
The Tunisian constitution establishes
citizens’ right to political opposition.
The Egyptian one mentions no such
right. Both constitutions protect freedom of speech and expression, although
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Continued from page 1

Moncef Marzouki and Mohamed Morsy have both worked to create new constitutions for post-revolutionary societies

the Egyptian one limits this under the
regulation of the law.
Unlike its Egyptian counterpart,
the Tunisian draft does not pledge the
state’s protection for, or make it the
duty of citizens to protect, “traditional
values,” “cultural and linguistic unity,” or
oblige the state to ensure adherence to
“public morals.”
According to the draft documents,
the Tunisian state is based on decentralisation while the Egyptian central
government maintains heavy control
over local administrative units.
As for rights and freedoms, the Tuni-

sian constitution has several rights such
as the right to life, which the Egyptian
one does not. The Tunisian constitution explicitly bans physical and mental
torture. The word torture is not even
mentioned in the Egyptian draft despite
police brutality being one of the main
causes of the 25 January 2011 uprising.
Another right provided by the Tunisian constitution absent from the Egyptian one, is the “right to private life, privacy of communications, inviolability of
homes” and choosing where to reside.
Political parties, unions and syndicates are to be formed freely in Tunisia

unlike the Egyptian constitution, which
requires the notification of the authorities and, in case of unions and syndicates,
requires governmental approval.
Freedom of association and peaceful
protests, as well as the right to stage
labour strikes, are guaranteed by the
Tunisian constitution. The Egyptian
draft does not mention the latter and
restricts the former two under the
regulations of the law.
Socioeconomic rights in each draft
are also different. Although the Egyptian
constitution grants the right to housing,
healthcare, work and others, the state

Bedouins allowed to own land in sinai
By Nouran El-Behairy

shop owners fight back
against closing times
Continued from page 1

Nasser El-Azazy

Prime Minister Hisham Qandil will
allow the people of Sinai to own the
lands they have been living on for years.
The announcement was made in
a meeting of Major General Shawky
Rashwan, head of Sinai Development
Authority, with a number of ministers,
to discuss encouraging investments
and development in Sinai.
“The acquisition will be for Egyptian citizens…in case of joint investments with foreigners they will be
given the land usufruct” Shawky told
state agency MENA.
He added they discussed allocating 80 thousand acres for agriculture
and land reclamation. A percentage of
these lands would be auctioned to the
people of Sinai.
Sinai residents who want to buy
land must produce certificates from
the Ministry of Interior and Civil Registry Office proving they and their parents are Egyptian.
Sheikh Ali Fraig, the head of the Arab
party for Justice and Equality in Sinai,
said land ownership has been a demand of people in Sinai for many years,
“in the era of former Prime Minister
Ahmed Nazif there were only usufruct
ownerships, nobody would want to invest if they only had the right to use

is not obliged to provide these rights.
The Tunisian draft for example obliges
the state to provide all citizens with healthcare and to provide free healthcare for
those who cannot afford it.The state must
also provide a safety net for society.
Gender equality is also tackled differently. The Egyptian state is to sponsor
gender equality only within the confines
of the rulings of Shari’a. No such provision exists in the Tunisian constitution,
in which the state has to protect gender
equality in absolute terms.
Women’s rights are addressed in the
Tunisian constitution and in more detail

Prime Minister Hisham Qandil will allow the people of Sinai to own the lands they have been living on for years

the land but not to own it.”
Reactions to the decision suggest
fears that buyers would be financed
by or sell the lands to Israelis or Palestinians.
“The patriotism of the people of
Sinai is unquestionable, ever since
1948 when many Palestinians fled to
Sinai, not one of them was able to
own an inch of Sinai because Egyptians

wouldn’t sell it… such talk aims only at
distorting our image,” Fraig said.
He added that the only people who
sold lands to Israelis were the officials
of the former regime, who are now
being prosecuted for selling lands in
Sharm El-Sheikh.
Fraig also criticised the auction, saying the poor would lose their lands
and houses to richer bidders, “this

would only fuel hatred among the
people of Sinai.”
He suggested the lands should be
divided among Sinai residents and
youth from different governorates,
giving priority to the Bedouins. If any
land is to be sold, the civil registration employees should make sure
that both the buyer and the seller
are Egyptian.

in another separate article. The state is
obliged to provide equal opportunities between the sexes and works to
eradicate all forms of violence against
women.
Freedom of the press is also absolutely guaranteed and there is a
specific clause prohibiting any form
of prior restraint on the media, a concept absent from the Egyptian draft.
The Tunisian state must encourage all
forms of creativity that serve national
culture and opens it up to global culture.
It must also support all forms of producing and consuming cultural creativity that support multicultural identities
and promote tolerance, rejection of violence, openness to other cultures, and
dialogue with other civilisations.
Finally, the Tunisian constitution bans
all forms of normalisation with Zionism
or Israel, referred to as “the Zionist entity,” an issue not addressed in the Egyptian draft, although Egypt borders Israel.
The Tunisian constituent assembly
will now refer constitutional articles
that the committees were not able to
agree upon, to the assembly’s executive office. Further on, the different
suggestions made for these articles
will be put to vote in the assembly
at large.
This constitution will pass if two
thirds of the assembly vote to pass it. If
more than half but less than two thirds
of members vote to pass it, it will be put
to a nationwide referendum.

The lawsuit argues the decision will
have a devastating effect on the already
fragile economy, as consumers often
shop after 8pm. It also claims the decision could cause a rise in prices, as well
as crime, as streets may become empty
after 10pm.With fewer shifts to be covered, shops may also have to cut workers, raising the level of unemployment.
“The decision doesn’t consider the
taxes, rents, workers’ wages and water
and electricity bills that the owners have
to pay,” the lawsuit argued.“Where will
they get the money when they’re closed
at peak hours that are usually from 9pm
until midnight?”
Traffic may also be affected, suggested Mahmoud Al-Askalany, from the
Citizens against Price Rises Association.
He proposed drafting laws to better
organise the market, secure prices and
protect the consumer before implementing the decision.
Ahmed Farghaly, a professor in the
faculty of commerce at Cairo University, agreed the decision would harm
the economy. He added that if closing
times are to be enforced they should
consider the circumstances of different

governorates. For example, he noted
that in Upper Egypt the temperature is
higher in the morning and thus people
shop more frequently at night.
The director of Cairo facilities police,
Major General Ismail Ezz Al-Din, said
the imposition of closing times would
cause hostility between policemen and
shop owners.“We do not want any new
security repercussions detrimental to
the stability of security,” he said.
Ezz Al-Din said the departments and
the localities should be the ones to
implement the decision.
The Federation of Egyptian Chambers of Commerce rejected the imposition of closing times, saying it violates
law number 159 of 1951, which states
such a decision requires their consultation before implementation.
Hamdy Abdel Azim, an economist and former president of Sadat
Academy, said in the lawsuit that an
earlier attempt to impose closing
times in 2008 was not effective, as
owners closed shops but stayed inside consuming the same amount of
electricity.
The closing time will not be enforced against stores catering primarily to tourists.

Calls for
Ministry of education and al-azhar to
investigation of
discuss education reform
Minya demonstrators Reforms to be implemented next academic year
By Luiz Sanchez

The Arab Network for Human Rights
Information (ANHRI) condemned the
disruption of a unity concert by Salafi
groups in Minya on Sunday.

“The state should
make a stand against
such incidents
because there are a
lot of similar cases
happening and they
are becoming more
frequent”
ANHRI said the “use of violence by
religious groups to impose their will on
society...is undoubtedly a stark assault
on society as a whole which seriously
undermines the authority of the state
and the rule of law.”
The concert, designed to promote
religious tolerance in Minya, included
Muslim and Christian performers. It
was interrupted by a large crowd belonging to the Salafi Dawa’a group and
Gama’a Islamia’s Construction and Development Party. They demanded the
end of the concert, saying it violated
Islamic principles.
ANHRI’s statement calls for an investigation, saying the incident “may
have involved a number of legal vio-

lations that should not be ignored, if
the Egyptian authorities are as eager
as they claim to establish the rule
of law and face anarchy and lawlessness.”
The deputy president of Al-Nour,
Sayeed Khalifa, also criticised the demonstrators, saying “no one has the right
to express their opinion regarding any
issue in a non-peaceful manner or a
non-legislative way.”
Rather than disperse the demonstrators or protect the concert hall, the
police urged the organisers to cancel
the event. Tamer Moafi, director of the
research department at ANHRI, said he
was disappointed. “The police should
also be investigated for their shortcomings,” he said.
Minor scuffles were reported between the April 6 Youth Movement
and the demonstrators over the concert.
“What happened is against the
law because [the demonstrators]
are imposing their opinions through
force,” Moafi stressed. “It is wrong
to spread false news because it
leads to sectarian strife,” he added,
referring to the circulation of flyers
claiming the performers were singing Coptic hymns, and urging people
not to attend.
“The state should make a stand
against such incidents because there
are a lot of similar cases happening and
they are becoming more frequent,”
Moafi said.

Al-Azhar and the Ministry of Education
(MoE) have agreed to work together to
reform the education system in Egypt.
The reforms are to be implemented at
the start of the next academic year.
Dr Mohamed Mostafa Gemeaha,
the media spokesperson for Al-Azhar
confirmed that representatives from AlAzhar and the MoE will hold meetings
“to discuss ideas to reform education in
Egypt.They will discuss reforms concerning all subjects at all levels of education.”
Al-Azhar released a statement on
their website saying “Grand Imam Dr
Ahmed Al-Tayeb, Sheikh of Al-Azhar,
confirmed the importance of reforming the education system in Egypt and
the importance of avoiding the problems and obstacles that prevent this.”
The statement highlighted that one
of the major factors, which has contributed to “the collapse of the entire
system,” is the lack of qualified teachers in Egypt.
“The meetings will happen over the
next year so that the reforms can be implemented ready for the next academic
year,” said Gemeaha. He highlighted the
importance of education for Egyptian
society, stressing “we are at the beginning of a new era of modern Egypt and
education is the key to unlocking the
door to the future. Now is the time for
Egypt.” The statement added the only
way for Egypt to reclaim “its leading role
in the region and the world is through
educational reform.”
Emad Karim from the Youth and Development Consultancy Institute (Eti-

Mohamed Omar

By Joel Gulhane

Salafis disrupt unity concert

Al-Azhar and the Ministry of Education have agreed to work together reforming the education system

jah) said, “the approach to educational
reform needs to change otherwise it
will lead to the same failures as before.”
He expressed concern over the time
frame suggested for the reforms, saying,
“if they are planning for reforms they
need to allow for more time for it to
be effective.”
Al-Azhar has had much influence on
education in Egypt, as an authority on
the teaching of Islam and Arabic language. Gemeaha said, “Statements that
say that Al-Azhar should not be involved

in educational reform are wrong. AlAzhar is an essential part of the education system.” He stressed that Al-Azhar
and the MoE will work together and
depend on each other in reforming the
education system.
Karim said,“it’s a good thing that they
are a part of the process, but I am not
sure if they have the capacity to lead
the reforms.”
Karim called for a more inclusive approach to educational reforms saying,
“they need to open the space up for

public debate about it. It should be a participatory process including students,
teachers and parents.All the stakeholders should have a role in the decision
making.”
The statement also revealed that the
MoE and Al-Azhar have agreed to develop centres for educational research, educational evaluation and examinations.
This is in order to “keep pace with the
needs of the community and to benefit
from research and studies prepared by
the centres and put it in to practice.”
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george is-haq: the revolution continues

Both as a part of the Kefaya Movement and subsequently in Tahrir
Square on 25 January, protesters
presented a number of demands
pushing for governmental reforms.
What is the status of these demands
today?

The revolution still continues, because we haven’t achieved anything
except for the election of a president
and the election of parliament; and the
parliament is now dissolved. So our demands are still what they were before. I
always say that [the] Kefaya [Movement]
still has its demands, which were issued
in 2004. Our demand is a new constitution, the cancelling of the emergency
law, a new government, and full participation from political groups. None of
these have been achieved yet.
If we do not achieve our demands, we
will create another Kefaya.

You and other revolutionary groups
have continued criticising state security and the Ministry of Interior. What
needs to be done to reform these
government bodies?

State security is still there. My telephone is under [surveillance] 24 hours
a day. When you ask the Minister of
the Interior who is [monitoring] our
telephones he says he doesn’t know,
and we then discover that the office
of President [Mohamed] Morsy moni-

tors phones. Essam El-Erian himself
said that they record conversations
with the general prosecutor. This is
nonsense. It’s not fair.

a very big change.

Do you think the next pope will have
the same political role as Pope Shenouda?

What does the country need to do to
address corruption?

Corruption is in the county’s roots
now. There are many powerful people
who profit from corruption, so they will
resist changes to laws…we haven’t seen
any new measures with higher penalties
[for corruption].
When I was in Kefaya, [fellow member] Abdel Wahab Al-Messiri wrote two
volumes detailing corruption, and it was
ignored by the government.

Why did you decide to join Al-Dostour Party?

Because the party is centered around
the younger generation. This was very
important.The members of Al-Dostour
Party are part of the younger generation, and the leader of the party represents the younger generation. I’m very
proud of them.

Members of Al-Dostour Party and
other groups have accused the Muslim
Brotherhood of not being cooperative
with other factions, especially in the
Constituent Assembly. Do you agree?

The Constituent Assembly is illegitimate, because it is not representative of
Egypt. What happened in the assembly
divided our community between Islamist and non-Islamists, which isn’t fair
because the constitution should be for
all people, not for only liberals or only
Islamists. So we are against what happened and the agendas included [in the
draft].There are many faults in it.

You have repeatedly said that the
current draft constitution is oppres-

Hassan Ibrahim

Politician and activist George Ishaq
helped create the Kefaya Movement in
2004, standing as a strong voice for political reform in Egypt. Since the revolution he has become a founding member
and senior leader in Mohamed ElBaradei’s Al-Dostour party. Ishaq sat down
with Daily News Egypt to discuss the
current state of the country, his party,
the draft constitution, and the Church.

George Is-haq speaks to the Daily News Egypt
sive towards women. What women’s
rights need to be protected in the
constitution?

Equality.We talk about equality. I met
[Ennahda leader] Rashid Al-Ghannouchi in Tunis and [we discussed Quranic
verses relating to women].
The most important thing that AlGhannouchi told me is that equality of
women is extremely important in Islam,as
is the freedom of belief. He said they were
interpreting the Quran in modern terms.
I always tell Muslim politicians to read
Al-Ghannouchi’s book about the freedom of Islam. It’s brilliant.

What are the next steps you and AlDostour plan to take to campaign
against the draft constitution?

First of all, we want to change the
constitution. Morsy himself said before
the election that he would reform the
Constituent Assembly, and he didn’t. We

solidarity delegation visits sudan
By Connor Molloy

The Union of Arab Doctors, an Egyptian
based relief organisation, sent a delegation to Sudan to visit the site of a factory
bombing in Khartoum. The Egyptian
group was led by Gamal Abdul Salam,
head of the group’s Emergency and Relief Committee, and was sent to show
solidarity in the wake of what Sudan
is saying was an aerial attack by Israeli
forces. The Israelis have so far refused
to comment.
Hossam Mo’ness, a founding member
of the Popular Current, a new group
seeking to break from the Islamist
and ex-regime dichotomy, said that his
group sent one member, Mohammed
Sulieman, to Khartoum with the delegation on Monday.“They are going to give
the message that the Egyptian people
are with the people of Sudan against
these attacks,” said Mo’ness.

Despite reports of numerous other
Egyptian parties joining the delegation,
most denied participating.
Mo’ness said Al-Dostour Party was
joining them. However, Ahmed AlHawaly refuted that saying, “we did
not want to show any sign of support
for the regime of Al-Bashir.” Omar AlBashir is the president of Sudan and is
wanted by the International Criminal
Court to face charges of war crimes
and genocide.
The group in Sudan was scheduled
to visit the factory where the bombing
occurred, but was not set to meet with
any Sudanese officials.
Founding member Mahmoud Nasser and field organiser Walid Jibril confirmed that Al-Dostour Party has thus
far shied away from addressing the Sudanese bombing.
Despite media reports, the Freedom and Justice Party, the Building

and Developing Party, and Social
Democratic Party declined to join
the delegation.
The Union of Arab Doctors focuses
on relief and development projects in
some of the region’s most volatile areas
such as Gaza and Somalia.
Egypt released a statement saying
they condemned the attack and supported Sudan’s right to retaliate, but
stopped short of blaming Israel.
Last week AFP reported the bombing of the military factory in Sudan,
which was blamed on Israel. If proven
correct, the accusation would not only
imply an attack on a sovereign state,
but also the possible violation of Egyptian or Saudi Arabian air space. While
Israel did not confirm or deny the accusations, they reasserted their belief
that munitions manufactured in Sudan
are smuggled through Egypt to militants in Gaza.

Revolutionaries demand jurisdiction for
international Criminal Court
An activist makes her case
By Rana Taha and Connor Molloy

Will you run in parliamentary elections again in Port Said?

Yes. I was there during Eid [Al-Adha]
and people on the street told me they
made a big mistake by not choosing me
[in the previous election].
The election was a fraud, or as I call
it “soft fraud.” Members of the Freedom
and Justice Party [FJP] at the polling stations told people before voting to not
give their vote to me or any kafir (infidel).

If the current government offered
you a post, would you accept it?

No, I’ll always be in the opposition
movement. The opposition movement
is very important for the government.
After the revolution, they offered me
minister positions many times and I
refused them all, because I want to be
free. I want to be the conscience of the
people and speak without inhibition.
In the past you have distanced yourself politically from the Church. What
is the reason behind this?

I don’t want the Church to be involved in political issues, because it is
very dangerous on both sides. If you
accept the Church to be involved in
politics, then you accept Islam to also
be involved.
We suffered from this in the period
of Pope Shenouda III.When Sadat said “I
am the president of a Muslim country,”
this scared Christians and they retreated under the umbrella of the Church,
because they felt they could protect
themselves under the umbrella of Pope
Shenouda. When I was involved in the
Kefaya Movement, people couldn’t believe how a Christian could be involved,
because all the Christians had disappeared [from political life] after Sadat.
On 25 January we broke the instructions of Pope Shenouda, who told us
to not protest in Tahrir Square. The
demonstrations were first inside the
Church, now they’re in Maspero. That’s

In your opinion have there been any
successes in President Morsy’s term
in office?

The security [apparatus] is the same
and the economy continues to slide.
Even the garbage collection he keeps
talking about isn’t happening. The only
success he’s had was limiting the powers of the [Supreme Council of the
Armed Forces]. He hasn’t done anything else.

Members of your party have also
accused the Muslim Brotherhood of
taking up practices of the dissolved
National Democratic Party. Is this a
fair comparison?

Of course. For example, they appointed Hassan Al-Prince deputy governor of Alexandria, even though he isn’t
supported there. Now, the people have
been demonstrating against him.
They [the MB] are very stubborn and
soon they will replace current governors with their own men.

When will you become part of the
government, and not the opposition?

When I get the rights of farmers,
workers, and all Egyptians and I feel like
I am truly living in a democratic nation.

army move in to protect Dahab police station
By Joel Gulhane

The army sent two armoured vehicles
to protect Dahab police station and
closed the surrounding roads on Monday. This comes after Bedouins persisted in calling for the police to hand over
a man being held for his own protection.
A local resident from Dahab has said
that the army moved in to protect the
police station following attempts by
Bedouins to get inside.
Bedouins were reportedly firing
guns into the air near the police station on Sunday night.After the shooting
stopped, a group of around 300 Bedouins marched on the police station.“They

were trying to distract the police so
they could get inside the station and get
the man they wanted,” the local resident
said. “The police outside told them all
to get down, and when they did the police were shooting above their heads to
keep them down.” The Bedouins then
crawled away to safety.
In response to this the army sent soldiers to protect the police station from
further attempts to storm the police
station. The army also closed the surrounding roads. On Tuesday the army
sent two armoured vehicles to help
maintain order.
The Bedouins have not returned
since Sunday night.

The resident said “The roads are still
closed and no vehicles are allowed near
the police station. If people need to go
that way then they have to leave their
cars and walk.”
The man being protected by the police is the father of Ehab Reffat, a taxi
driver in Dahab. Reffat ran away with
19 year old Zohra Abdullah Gemaa.The
pair have been secretly married for six
months and it is believed that Gemaa
is pregnant.
The Bedouins also marched in smaller numbers on Saturday after the police
rescued Reffat’s father from being beaten. He has been under police protection
since Saturday.

shari’a Friday postponed
Islamist parties postpone million-man march
By Rana Muhammad Taha
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Samira Ibrahim, a young revolutionary
who sued the military for imposing
virginity tests on detainees, is leading
a movement to bring the jurisdiction
of the International Criminal Court
(ICC) to Egypt.The “popular movement
to pressure the Egyptian government”
is holding a rally this Friday in Tahrir
Square.
The ICC was created to supersede
state-level courts that cannot try criminals who are powerful enough to gain
influence over the judiciary itself. In the
eyes of Ibrahim, the ICC could serve
not only as a watchdog of the powerful,
but also as a protector of the populace.
“If we are to be truly democratic,” said
Ibrahim, Egypt needs the ICC, “because
the treaty would protect the people.”
The treaty she refers to is the Rome
Statute, which established the court in
1998 in order to try “the most serious
crimes of concern to the international
community.” The Rome Statute defines
these as genocide, systematic attacks
against civilians, war crimes, and crimes
of aggression.
These are some of the very charges
Ibrahim and many of her fellow Egyptians
would be eager to see leveled against
Hosni Mubarak and his former cohort.
“As long as we claim we are a democratic country, as long as we say we respect the rule of law, we have to ratify
the treaty so we can try those criminal
living among us,” said Ibrahim.
Former regime officials are not the
only perpetrators that Ibrahim wants to
see brought to justice though.
“There are massacres that happen
in Egypt all the time.The revolution revealed some to the international community, however, some still happen with
no attention, particularly in the suburbs

would like to put the vision of all the Egyptian people into the constitution, because
no one can write it by themselves.That’s
a red line that we don’t accept.
So, we will demonstrate and we will
further discuss the issue with the president.All doors are open now,because the
constitution is the main issue in our life
now. After that, we will think about the
[parliamentary] elections. If we obtain
less than 250 seats in the parliament, we
will lose much hope. So we have to coordinate with all the different elements to
promote a unified list of candidates in all
27 governorates. Now we are preparing
a list of groups for every governorate.
We cannot accept that [civil parties] run
strong candidates against each other. If
your candidate is supported in his area,
we will support you.

He can’t. Pope Shenouda was a very
charismatic person. Nobody can do
what he did. I advise the next pope to
be a spiritual authority. We don’t need
his political input as much as we need
spiritual guidance from him.
There are a lot of reports that since
the revolution, many Egyptians, especially
Christians, have emigrated from Egypt.
We have to face what happened in
Egypt. After Morsy won the election,
many Islamists intimidated women and
Christians. [If Christians don’t feel secure], then it’s a disaster, and I always
say you have to face the problems of
Christians in an organised manner.
For example, in Beni Suef this week,
a group of Christians went to another
village to pray and were attacked.This is
unacceptable and I’m going with a group
to Beni Suef this afternoon to resolve
the issue.

The International Criminal Court building in The Hague (File photo)

and the county.”
She gives as examples the Al-Qoddeseen Church bombing that killed 21
Christians, the Cabinet Clashes featuring police shooting and mass arrests, the
attacks on a victims’ family sit-in at Mohamed Mahmoud Street, the Maspero
Massacre where the military ran over
Coptic protesters and the 1998 murders and cover-ups by security forces
in the village of Kosheh.
Ibrahim used these incidents to point
out abuses before and after the revolution, by a variety of powerful groups,
that often exploiting vulnerable people
such as minorities and unarmed protesters.
Ibrahim shares the view that has been
expressed by Egyptian lawyers, activists,
and political parties that, “the judiciary
in Egypt is politicised.They go with whoever is in power. So we don’t have one
that can give us our rights.”
In an attempt to reclaim those rights,

Ibrahim has been working over the past
eight months on a campaign to bring
the ICC to Egypt. She has been canvassing to explain the concept to as many
people as possible and says she has been
gathering support for the cause.
Ibrahim initially gained renown for
suing the military over the ‘virginity tests’ it imposed on detainees. The
case resulted in a ban on the practice.
Though the impunity of the military in
this instance is one of the reasons she
wants ICC oversight, she says the fight
is about more than a single issue, instead saying that justice in Egypt is all
one package.
“We as Egyptian people have lost all
trust in our officials.”
Djibouti, Tunisia, and Comoros are
the only countries in the Arab League
to also have membership in the court.
Samira Ibrahim was named one of the
“world’s 100 most influential people” by
Time magazine in 2012.

A million-man march, calling for the
implementation of Shari’a law through
the constitution, has been postponed
until 9 November.
The march, called for by the Gama’a
Islamia’s political wing, the Building and
Development party (BDP), alongside
other Islamist parties and movements,
was scheduled to take place on 2 November under the name “Shari’a Friday.”
“The postponement is due to the fact
that a large portion of Islamist leaders
are currently performing pilgrimage in
Mecca,” Safwat Abdel Ghany, head of
the BDP’s political office, said at a press
conference. Abdel Ghany added need
preparation was needed to ensure high
participation. “Yet, this doesn’t mean
that other events related to the protest
and in preparation for it will not be held
before 9 November.”
Mahmoud Sha’ban Ibrahim, Al-Azhar
university professor was met with applause when he said he would march on
2 November in preparation for “Shari’a
Friday.”
The group of Islamist parties and
movements also announced the establishment of a Coalition for Defending
Shari’a (CDS), which shall monitor the
Constituent Assembly, the body tasked
with drafting the constitution, for violations of Shari’a.
“The Freedom and Justice party (FJP)
and the Muslim Brotherhood, hope all
political groups reach agreement over
the draft constitution,” Azab Mustafa, an
FJP member, said. He added they won’t
give up on implementing Shari’a.
“The Quran is our constitution and

jihad is our way,” Mustafa said, adding the
Brotherhood has been waiting 80 years
for religious constitutional reform.
The attending movements called for
a constitution with Shari’a as the only
source of legislation.
“The secularists want to alter the
Egyptian identity by marketing international conventions as the replacement
for Shari’a,” Khaled Al-Sherif, Islamic
researcher, said, adding it is inappropriate for the constitution to be removed
from the people’s true identity. “Who
amongst us approves of homosexuality?
Who approves of allowing women to
divorce men or of giving them an equal
share of inheritance as to that of men?”
Ibrahim claimed Shari’a is now being
(unofficially) called for in Europe and the
United States, while Egyptian secularists
are fighting it.
“All those present are in agreement
that should Shari’a not be referred to as
the main and only source of legislation,
we will hold million-man marches to
express the peoples’ aspirations,” Abdel
Ghany said, adding they won’t “allow the
secularist minority to impose its control over the majority of the nation.”
“Shari’a cannot be put up to referendum,” Ahmed Ismail from the Salafi
Fadila party said, “I suggest that the
clause involving Shari’a be excluded
from the referendum to be held on
the constitution.”
Official spokesperson for the Copts
38 Coalition, Nader Al-Sirafy, agreed
with the “Shari’a Friday’s” demands.
Copts 38 Coalition is a Coptic coalition
calling for less strict rules in regards to
divorce and remarriage among Copts.
“We refuse Article 3 of the draft con-

stitution and demand to be dealt with
according to Shari’a,” Al-Sirafy said.
Article 3 states, “for Egyptian Christians and Jews, the principles of their
religious laws are the main source of
legislation in personal and religious matters as well as in the selection of their
spiritual leaders.”
“This article differentiates between
our legal treatment and the treatment
of Muslims, through banning us from
the right to being treated according to
Shari’a,” Al-Sirafy said, “thus it turns us
to second-class citizens.”
Al-Sirafy stressed that there’s no
need for Article 3 since Shari’a preserves Copts’ right to equality with
Muslims.
The statement released during the
press conference was signed by the BDP,
the FJP, Al-Asala Salafi party, the Peace
and Development party, the Mediocracy Forum, the Labour party, the Salafi
Front, and Al-Nour Salafi party.
In a joint statement released on Tuesday, Al-Nour party and the Salafi Calling denounced the draft constitution,
released for discussion three weeks
ago, claiming the drafting committee
changed around articles after they had
been agreed upon. They blamed “secularists” for the changes.
The National Council for Women
(NCW) and former presidential candidate Abdel Moneim Abul Fotouh’s
Strong Egypt Party (SEP), both held
press conferences voicing grievances
over the draft constitution last week.
The NCW criticised gender inequality
in the document, and the SEP presidential powers, human rights, and personal
freedoms.
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indigenous Brazilian tribe demand extinction over expulsion
Brazil’s public prosecutor’s office has
filed an appeal against the decision by the
Federal Court of Navarai to evict one of
the indigenous Guarani Kaiowá tribes
from their ancestral lands.The decision
appeal came after 170 Kaiowá people,
one of several indigenous groups in the
country, called on the government to dig
their graves on the land as they would
not be leaving, dead or alive.
Earlier this month, the community released a statement, circulated
around the world, detailing their current condition. “We received word
that we will soon be attacked and violently expelled from the banks of the
[Hovy] river by the Federal Court of
Navarai in Mato Grosso do Sul (MS),”
their letter read. “We understand
clearly that this decision of the Federal Court of Navaraí-MS is part of
the action of genocide and historical
extermination of indigenous people.”
“We have already suffered so much
and are all massacred and dying at an
accelerated pace... As a native and historical people, we have decided collectively to be killed here,” the statement continues.
The Guarani is the largest group of
indigenous people in the Amazon, with
46,000 members living across seven

states. Kaiowá, meaning forest people
in their native tongue, and is one of
the three subgroups of the Guarani.
Their plight is complicated by the
presence of poachers, loggers, farmers, mercenaries and a near-total absence of law in their lands. In many
parts of the Amazon illegal loggers
clear large swaths of rainforest to
make way for illegal roads for the logging companies. The loggers are often
armed, violent and enjoy impunity
from the law. Once the logging companies have cleared an area, fires are
often stoked and ranchers move in to
claim the land for pasture.
The Kaiowá people have been mistreated by both legal and illegal interest groups, the global indigenous
rights group Survival have reported.
“It is a commonly accepted fact that
these ranchers hire security guards
to protect their lands,” Survival’s
Brazil campaigner Sarah Shenker explained. By night, these men work as
pistoleiros (gunmen) on behalf of the
farmers. Over the past decade, countless Guarani leaders have been assassinated by such gunmen.
Recently, the sugar boom in the state
of MS has led to an increased number
of companies, foreign and domestic,
settling land.Their use of pesticides and
the aggressive nature of the Amazonian

A Guarani house burned down during violent evictions. After removing the residents the land will be deforested and opened
up for for cattle ranching

farming industry have claimed countless indigenous lives and thousands of
square kilometres of land.
According to the Brazilian constitution, indigenous lands were to be de-

marcated and protected, but the Kaiowá
lands are some of the millions of acres
that have yet to be mapped out by the
government. “This particular land is in
the middle of the demarcation process,”

Damascus (AFP) - Clashes erupted between Syrian rebels and troops backed
by Palestinian fighters near Damascus
Tuesday as the UN-Arab League peace
envoy was due in China in a bid to revive
struggling efforts to halt the violence.
On the first day after the Eid AlAdha Muslim holiday, which saw a bid
for a ceasefire collapse amid renewed
clashes, car bombings and air strikes, a
watchdog said more than 500 people
had died in fighting over its four days.
The failure of peace efforts prompted
fierce condemnation from Qatar, with
Prime Minister Sheikh Hamad bin Jassem Al-Thani saying the international
community was becoming complicit in
a "war of extermination."
Tuesday's clashes near Damascus
spread into the Yarmuk Palestinian
camp, home to 148,500 people, after
breaking out in a neighbouring district,
activists and a watchdog said.
There were no immediate reports
of casualties, but the Syrian Revolution
General Council, a network of activists
on the ground, said fighting was heavy
between the rebel Free Syrian Army and
Palestinian forces.
Rami Abdel Rahman, the director
of the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights, said the pro-regime Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine-General
Command had joined forces with the
army after fighting spread into the camp.
There are more than 510,000 Palestinian refugees living in Syria and their
leadership is largely supportive of President Bashar Al-Assad's regime.
Elsewhere in Syria on Tuesday, the
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syria rebels clash with palestinians as
envoy due in China

A Syrian civilian carrying his belongings walks through a heavily damaged and
deserted street of the Karm al-Jabal district in the northern Syrian city of Aleppo

military renewed shelling attacks on
the northern city and province of
Aleppo, the central city of Homs, the
southern province of Daraa and the
northwestern province of Idlib, the
observatory said.
Regime warplanes also carried out
air strikes on the Idlib town of Maaret
Al-Numan, where fighting has raged
since the rebels overran the town on
9 October cutting off a key army supply route along the Aleppo-Damascus
highway.
The UN-Arab League envoy,Algerian
diplomat Lakhdar Brahimi, was due in
China after on Monday visiting Moscow,
where he said the situation in Syria "is
bad and getting worse."

Diplomats say Brahimi is to go to
the UN Security Council in November
with new proposals following his visits
to Russia and China - which have repeatedly vetoed resolutions threatening action against Assad's regime.
Sheikh Hamad, the Qatari prime minister, expressed deep frustration with
the failure of international efforts in an
interview with Al-Jazeera television.
What is happening in Syria is not a
civil war but a war of extermination
against "the Syrian people," he said.
The war, he charged, was being waged
"with a licence to kill, endorsed firstly by
the Syrian government and secondly by
the international community."
Qatar has been among the strongest

backers of Syria's rebels and has been
widely accused of providing them with
arms.
Moscow on Monday called for international dialogue with Assad's regime,
but the call was rejected by key regional
player Turkey.
"There is no point in engaging in dialogue with a regime that continues to
carry out such a massacre against its
own people, even during Eid Al-Adha,"
Turkish Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said on Tuesday.
Monday saw the regime launch its
heaviest air strikes to date, the observatory said, with more than 60 raids across
the country.
Two car bombs were also reported to
have gone off in and around Damascus,
as continued clashes shook areas around
the capital and other major cities.
The observatory said 124 people
were killed on Monday, including 56
civilians.
The Britain-based group relies on a
countrywide network of activists, lawyers and medics in civilian and military
hospitals, and says its tolls take into
account civilian, military and rebel casualties.
The uprising, which began in March
2011 as a peaceful movement, has
steadily militarised after being met with
brutal state repression and has left
more than 35,000 people dead, according to rights groups.
Most rebels, like the population, are
Sunni Muslims in a country dominated
by a minority regime of Alawites, an offshoot of Shi'a Islam.

KABUL, (AFP) - Presidential elections
seen as crucial to Afghanistan's stability
after the withdrawal of NATO troops
at the end of 2014 will be held on April
5 that year, a poll official said Tuesday.
President Hamid Karzai, who is serving his second term in the war-torn
nation, is constitutionally barred from
running in the election and has been under pressure from opposition groups to
announce the date.
Afghanistan's Independent Election
Commission said in a statement that
the date for the vote had been set and
would be officially announced at a press
conference on Wednesday.
But a senior official in the commission told AFP on condition of anonymity that the scheduled date was "Hamal 16, 1393," referring to the Afghan
solar calendar.The date coincides with
5 April, 2014.
European
Union
ambassador
Vygaudas Usackas hailed the announcement as "a positive demonstration that
the Afghan authorities are taking their
political commitments at the Tokyo
conference very seriously."
Donor nations at the conference
in July pledged $16 billion for Afghanistan to prevent the country from sliding back into turmoil when foreign
combat troops depart, with several
pre-conditions including presidential
elections in 2014.
"The elections must be inclusive,
transparent and with a legitimate out-
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afghan presidential vote due 5 april,
2014: official

An Afghan woman looks on through a bus window in Herat. Afghanistan's
presidential election will be held on 5 April 2014, months ahead of the final
withdrawal of NATO combat troops

come," Usackas added.
Karzai's re-election in 2009 was
marred by widespread allegations of
fraud, and the credibility of the next vote
is seen as key to avoiding an escalation
in violence after the NATO withdrawal.
The International Crisis Group (ICG)
think-tank warned this month that the
Kabul government could fall apart after NATO troops pull out, particularly
if the presidential elections are plagued
by fraud.
Karzai has been the only elected head
of state in Afghanistan since a 2001 USled invasion brought down the hardline

Islamist Taliban regime, and there are
concerns that he might try to manipulate the polls to ensure the election of
an ally, possibly one of his brothers.
“Karzai seems more interested in
perpetuating his own power by any
means rather than ensuring credibility
of the political system and long-term
stability in the country," said Candace
Rondeaux, the ICG's senior Afghanistan
analyst.
“The danger is president Karzai's
top priority is maintaining control, either directly or via a trusted proxy,"
Rondeaux said.

The Afghan government announced
last week that it would not accept foreigners on a key election watchdog for
the presidential elections, a move that
may undermine the credibility of the poll.
Karzai said the presence of foreigners on the Electoral Complaints Commission went against the "sovereignty
of Afghanistan," suggesting that the two
foreigners on the five-member body will
be removed.
The president is elected as an individual rather than as an official representative of a party, and at this stage there
are no clear front-runners to take over
from Karzai.
In the 2009 election, former foreign
minister Abdullah Abdullah won 30
percent of the vote before withdrawing from a second-round showdown
because of the allegations of massive
fraud by Karzai's supporters.
Abdullah told AFP in an interview
earlier this year that he had not yet decided whether to run again, but added
that "more than half my heart says I
might be a candidate."
Leading women's rights champion,
author and lawmaker, Fawzia Koofi, has
said she will run if there is a prospect of
free and fair elections.
She has dismissed forecasts that she
would be trounced in such a male-dominated country, saying there is a strong
desire for change among young people,
women, the educated elite and even in
rural villages.

Shenker explained. “The demarcation
was supposed to have been completed
years ago but there have been massive
delays, including corruption and ranchers appealing the process.”

Often, Shenker explained, these
ranches are either owned by members of the government or by their
friends and family, prompting the local
government to turn a blind eye to the
treatment of indigenous people.
The Guarani once occupied an estimated 35,000 square kilometres of
land.
The plot of land being occupied
by the Kaiowá is only two hectares
(0.02km2) in size, while ranches
have occupied over 170 hectares.
The ranchers were given land titles
throughout the 1950s and 60s and
much of the 70s during Brazil’s military dictatorship.
According to government statistics,
on average one Guarani has committed suicide every week for the past
decade, making them a group with
one of the highest suicide rates in the
world. Many of the indigenous people
are currently living in reserves set up
by the government. The people living
on such reserves face abysmal living
standards whilst they wait for the
government to return them to their
homes.
Shenker believes however the
Guarani are getting stronger. “In the
last few years they have really begun
to understand the impact of the media,” she said.

iran naval visit reflects
strong ties: sudan military
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By Luiz Sanchez
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The Guarani Kaiowá Tribe receive ThreaTs from ranchers and loGGers

Official sources confirmed that two Iranian warships are visiting Port Sudan
(File photo)

Khartoum (AFP) - The visit of two Iranian
naval ships to Sudan reflects strong ties between the countries, Sudan's military said
on Tuesday after Khartoum denied Iranian
involvement in weapons manufacturing.
Sudan's links to Iran have come under
scrutiny after Khartoum accused Israel of
sending four radar-evading aircraft to strike
the Yarmouk military factory in the heart
of the capital at midnight on 23 October.
The factory compound exploded
and burst into flames, and speculation
followed that Iranian weapons were
stored or manufactured there.
Sudan's foreign ministry on Monday
denied that Iran had any involvement in
the Yarmouk factory. It accused Israel of
"spreading fabricated information."
On a visit to Tehran last August, President Omar Al-Bashir described the relationship between Sudan and Iran as
"deeply rooted."
"Two Iranian navy ships are visiting
Port Sudan until Wednesday," army
spokesman Sawarmi Khaled Saad told
the official SUNA news agency.
The visit of the two ships will support
strong political, security and diplomatic
relations between the two states. Saad
said the port call is a chance for Sudanese naval personnel "to see advanced

weapons and advanced ships," which
will also be open to the public.
The Pakistani,Egyptian and Indian navies
earlier visited Sudan, he added.
Iran's Press TV reported that the vessels, the helicopter carrier Kharg and
destroyer Admiral Naqdi, arrived at Sudan's Red Sea port on Monday.
The ships were sent to the Djibouti
area in September "to convey Iran's message of peace to the regional countries and
maintain the security of shipping corridors
against maritime terrorism," Press TV said.
Israel refused all comment on Khartoum's allegations about the factory
blast.
But a top Israeli defence official,Amos
Gilad, said last week that Sudan "serves
as a route for the transfer, via Egyptian
territory, of Iranian weapons to Hamas
and Islamic Jihad terrorists."
On Saturday, a US-based non-profit
monitoring group said craters at the
scene of the explosion were consistent
with the kind of damage created by the
impact of air-delivered munitions.
The Satellite Sentinel Project started
by Hollywood star George Clooney
said satellite imagery showed six large
craters, each approximately 16 metres
(52 feet) across, at the Yarmouk plant.
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Vimpelcom is speaking to potential
buyers of its Sub-Saharan African units
in Burundi and the Central African Republic, according to a news report by
the Financial Times Sunday. The report
also added that there are expectations
to sell Telecel Zimbabwe after resolving
outstanding ownership and licensing issues with the Zimbabwean government.
The Vimpelcom move is reportedly
part of a strategy to target more mature markets in Russia and Italy, which
make up to 70 per cent of the group’s
business.
Head of research at Mubasher Financial Services, Omar El-Alfy said, “it’s a
move toward lifting burdens.” El-Alfy
said that OTH had encountered legal
problems with African states; therefore, the company limited its African

presence to these three sub-Saharan
businesses.
“OTH stock will not be impacted by
this decision, given the small proportion that these three African businesses
represent, compared to OTH Algerian
subsidiary,” El-Alfy said.
Vimpelcom obtained its African businesses after taking control of OTH acquiring a 51.7 per cent stake of OTH’s
shares. OTH announced on19 October
that the board members will propose
key changes to the company for shareholders to approve. These changes include rebranding the company to Global Telecom Holding, plus a mutual service agreement with the Russian parent
company to help boost and guarantee
the quality of services provided by the
two entities.

Cement prices jump egp 50 per tonne
Egypt’s cement market has witnessed
a price increase that has caused
resentment among wholesalers.
“Since before the Eid holiday, cement producers have been pressing
to increase price per tonne,” cement
wholesaler, Khairy El-Batrawy said.
Cement wholesalers reported that
they received text messages from cement producers on Monday, notifying
them about the EGP 50 per tonne price
increase.
El-Batrawy said cement producers
used the shortage of natural gas as an
excuse to increase prices.
Natural gas supplies to cement
companies were reduced briefly during mid-October, as the government

prioritised supplying electricity plants.
Egyptian press reports said the Ministry of Petroleum would restore natural gas supplies to normal levels by 19
October.
Demand for cement has plummeted, dragging prices down over
the past few months. The price per
tonne fell to less than EGP 460 in August, and remained between EGP 450
to EGP 500.
“There should be a middle ground,”
El-Batrawy said. He explained that the
cement market in Egypt will not accept
the new prices quoted by the producers. “Clients will refuse the new prices,
meaning that wholesalers will incur the
difference between the old prices and

the new ones.”
“Ninety per cent of cement producers increased prices simultaneously,” the head of the construction
material department at the Cairo
Chamber of Commerce, Ahmed ElZeiny said.
“We’ve sent out memos to the
cabinet, Consumer Protection Agency and the Egyptian Competition
Authority to intervene and fix cement prices, but we yet to receive
any response.
“The reason for the price hike is attributed to foreign companies controlling 80 per cent of cement supply as well
as feeble government supervision,” ElZeiny added.

spanish economy wilts 0.3 per cent in
third quarter
Madrid (AFP) - Spain’s economy wilted
in the third quarter of 2012, official data
showed on Tuesday, as the government
imposed a harsh austerity programme
in the midst of a deep recession.
A slide in domestic demand, battered by a 25 per cent jobless rate,
overwhelmed a slight improvement in
the trade balance, according to preliminary figures from the National Statistics
Institute.
Gross domestic product dropped by
a quarterly rate of 0.3 per cent, marginally better than the previous quarter’s
0.4-per cent decline, the report showed.
But when compared with output a
year ago, the economy slumped 1.6 per
cent in the third quarter, the sharpest
annual decline since the end of 2009
during the previous recession provoked
by a 2008 property crash.
The eurozone’s fourth-largest economy is hovering on the edge of a sovereign bailout, after already securing a
eurozone rescue loan of up to 100 billion euros ($129 billion) for its banks.
Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy said
this week that the government had not
made a widely anticipated formal re-

quest for eurozone aid because it was
“not essential”.
Spain’s 10-year bond rates rose
above 7.0 per cent in mid-summer but
borrowing costs tumbled after the European Central Bank outlined plans in
September to buy an unlimited amount
of Spanish bonds.

"Gross domestic
product dropped by
a quarterly rate of 0.3
per cent, marginally
better than the
previous quarter’s 0.4per cent decline, the
report showed"
The drop in borrowing costs gave
Madrid some breathing space although
Spanish 10 year bond yields remain relatively high at 5.65 per cent.
But Madrid is hesitating formally to ask
for a eurozone bailout with ECB aid, which
would mean submitting to strict economic
conditions and international supervision.

Centamin stocks plunge after
egypt annuls gold mine contract

Mohamed Omar

Vimpelcom, the Russian parent company of Egyptian Orascom Telecom Holding (OTH), plans to dispose of OTH’s
African businesses.
OTH confirmed that there is an intention to sell its sub-Saharan African businesses, though the company stressed
that selling is not the only option.
OTH is considering strategic alternatives and is currently performing a strategic review and valuation of its operations
in Burundi, Central African Republic and
Zimbabwe.
These alternatives include the sale of
all, or a material part, of the sub-Saharan
African operations either in one transaction or in a series of transactions, the
company said.

EGX finished trading down by 2.11 per cent mostly due to termination of Sukari gold mine contract

Cairo (AFP) - An Egyptian court on
Tuesday cancelled a gold mine concession for exploration company Centamin, causing its share price to plummet
and fuelling investor concerns in the
politically turbulent country.
Centamin, for its part, denied that a
final decision had been made to annul
parts of its contract, saying the court
did not have the jurisdiction to cancel it.
Cairo’s administrative court annulled the government contract, signed
under ousted former strongman Hosni
Mubarak, which allowed London and
Toronto-listed Centamin to exploit the
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In the meantime, it is battling to slash
its heavy public deficit alone, launching
a programme to squeeze out 150 billion euros in savings between 2012 and
2014, including 39 billion euros in 2013.
That same austerity programme,
however, acts like a brake on domestic
economic activity.
The Bank of Spain warned recently
that the efforts to clean up the budget
deficit had a “clear impact” on the midyear slump.
The central bank last week said the
performance might have been even
worse in the third quarter but for a government announcement that it would
raise sales tax from September 1.
The impending sales-tax rise prodded many people to go out and buy
durable consumer goods such as
washing machines and televisions
in July and August before the price
went up.
The sales tax rise also sent consumer
prices up by 3.5 per cent in the year to
October, however, the Spanish statistician said in a release of preliminary data.
The inflation rate was unchanged
from September.

Initiative reinforces MasterCard’s commitment to effectively engage with Arab consumers
in the Middle East and North Africa

With an objective to create enhanced
brand affinity amongst Arab consumers
in the Middle East and North Africa, MasterCard, http://newsroom.mastercard.
com/ has unveiled its new Arabic identity.
Reflecting the region’s open yet
deeply rooted culture, the new logo
maintains MasterCard’s corporate
identity but also features alongside the
new Arabic brand name. The initiative
will lead to enhanced brand awareness
amongst potential consumers in addition to helping MasterCard directly engage with Arabic speaking consumers.
Raghu Malhotra, division president,
Middle East and North Africa, MasterCard Worldwide, said, “At MasterCard,
we take pride in developing innovative
and tailor made payment solutions for
Arab consumers, many of which have today become industry benchmarks. Our
new Arabic identity will reinforce our
brand’s leadership position in the Middle
East and North Africa and will also help
consumers in the Arab world connect
better with the MasterCard brand.”
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party to this case... and that the court
does not have jurisdiction to cancel it,”
it added, saying that mining operations
would continue until further information was available.
In July, Centamin denied reports its
Sukkari deal could be annulled because
it had violated the contract, The Daily
Telegraph reported.
Tuesday’s decision may be appealed.
Centamin began production in Sukkari, its main asset and the largest gold
mine in Egypt, in 2009. Its contract is the
latest Mubarak-era agreement that has
come under judicial review.

Sukkari gold mine for 30 years.
The cancellation came after a complaint by a former parliamentarian that
the deal had short-changed Egyptians.
Following the decision, Centamin’s
shares plunged by around 35 per cent
on the London Stock Exchange before
trading was suspended.
Centamin, however, said that a final
decision on its Sukkari contract had not
yet been made.
“No details of a final decision [regarding the contract] are available,” it said in a
statement to the London stock exchange.
“Centamin confirms that it is not a

MasterCard introduces arabic brand identity
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Vimplelcom plans to give
up OtH african units
By Islam Serour
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MasterCard has been at the fore- fices: Riyadh (2000), Cairo (2003), Casafront of developing innovative Islam- blanca (2006) and Doha (2012).
In April 2012, MasterCard announced
ic payment solutions. The recently
launched Al Hilal Bank Qibla Master- a new structure under which a new
Card Credit Card is a fine example of global region was created: the Middle
MasterCard’s product innovation for a East and Africa Region (MEA), comprisprominent Islamic financial institution. ing of three divisions; Middle East and
The new credit card is a first of its kind North Africa (MENA), Sub Sahara Africa
in the world as it incorporates a digital and South Africa, clustering a total of 69
compass, which at the press of a but- markets stretching from Afghanistan to
ton locates the Qibla, the direction a South Africa and from Morocco to Pakistan.This change enabled MasterCard to
Muslim must face while praying.
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Draft constitution overwhelms
columnists
The third party of the constituent
assembly
Diaa rashwan
Al-Masry Al-Youm

The appearance of two preliminary
versions of the constitution, on 14
and 22 October, worries Rashwan.
Differences are easily spotted when
looking at the two drafts, especially
in the article that deals with the position of the vice president. The first
draft eliminates the position, splitting executive authority between
the president and the government.
The writer suggests the wording
committee appears to work more
independently than other operating
committees that work in harmony
with the assembly.
Many of the Constituent Assembly
members have blamed the wording
committee for the changes occurring
in the draft. Rashwan sees the main
problem in the assembly as the lack
of accountability for any fundamental errors. He believes that the only
oversight over the Constituent Assembly is the conscience of its members and that of the Egyptian people.
The assembly should not let slip even
minor errors that could easily escalate and amplify doubt regarding the
coming constitution. We ought not
forget an earlier court decision that
ordered the dissolution of the first
constituent body, states Rashwan.
Will the constituent assembly return to square one?
Hassan nafaa
Al-Masry Al-Youm

Deploring the two confusing draft
versions of the constitution, Nafaa
suggests a number of changes to

The issue of the constituent assembly and its two versions of the
draft constitution occupy many egyptian columnists. Several writers
ascrutinise the drafts of the country's most important document, while
others list a number of suggestions to make the document ready for a
public referendum.

make the draft constitution ready
for a public referendum. After denouncing the second draft constitution that was released on 24 October,
the writer states that the general secretary of the assembly should have
filtered all observations, notes and
comments received with regards to
the first draft.
The writer believes in the assembly’s intentions to prove to the public
that it has been working hard to fulfil
its mission, but having fundamental
differences in the drafts brought
about a lot of confusion. In order for
the body to have a proper draft ready
for public consideration, Nafaa suggests that all committees, including
the wording committee, immediately
announce they have finalised their
tasks of drafting the constitution. He
also recommends that the general
secretariat should quickly start removing all errors from the draft.

able health services for citizens, then
I will say you are a man of true politics.” Adeeb then refers to hurricane
Sandy that is currently shaking the
United States. He praises how President Obama changed his route from
Washington to New York to provide
support to the American people,
despite the presidential race. Politics signifies the service of people in
the first place, according to Adeeb.
To conclude, the writer notes that
debating challenges of citizens and
searching for effective solutions to
their daily problems is the kernel of
the most misinterpreted term: politics.

In his column, Adeeb investigates
the meaning of politics as a general
term used by the public. Attempting to educate his readers as to the
true nature of politics, he refutes the
common understanding that politics
today is all about the constitution and
the Constituent Assembly. He writes
that genuine politics is manifested in
a solid connection with everyday life
which affects 80 million Egyptians.
When people discuss social issues
like sexual harassment, the increasing rate of unmarried young people
and financial issues affecting farmers
in Upper Egypt; that is core politics.
He writes,“speak to me about the
price of gas, edible bread and accept-

presidential smell and the rotten
opposition
Wael Qandil
Al-Shorouk

Ismat considers the ongoing polemics surrounding the position of
Shari’a in the constitution. Ismat argues that Islamists have caused the
whole of society to suspect its own
identity. He questions whether Egyptians are currently “Muslim enough,”
or whether they have been living in
a pre-Islamic jahiliyya (time of ignorance) while not being aware of it.
Does Egypt’s adherence to westernstyle governance, such as parliamentary councils, ministries, constitutions, and political parties, mean that
Egyptians are either half-Muslims or
in other words, half-infidels?
Ismat considers such queries
unanswered since the French campaign of 1798 and through the era
of Muhammad Ali Pasha. He cites the
way the Egyptian Occidentalist icon
Rifa’ah Al-Tahtawi was heavily criticised for expressing his advocacy of
French-style governance in his literature.This staunch Islamist opposition
also extended to Taha Hussein’s de-

Expressing his disdain for what he
considers a “rotten criticism” of
President Mohamed Morsy by the
Lebanese pro-Assad Al-Diyar newspaper, Qandil rejects resorting to
describing the President’s odour. He
also condemns those in Egypt who
disagree with Morsy and lauded these
reports, and accuses them of championing a rotten mentality. Qandil
states that the single major achievement of Morsy after almost 120 days
in office is the way his political opposition has transcended all barriers.
He argues that the insults and verbal
abuse hurled at the president and his
family proves that he was indeed a
better alternative to the “Terminal 3
General” (Ahmed Shafiq), regardless
of the obvious mistakes in his political performance. Qandil admires the
way the criticism directed at Morsy
in only 120 days has dwarfed all sorts
of shy scepticism of ousted President Hosni Mubarak over the entire
course of his 30 years in power.
In Qandil’s analysis, the pro-Assad
newspaper resorted to this unprofessional discourse following Morsy’s
official stance in support of the Syrian revolution against the Baathist regime’s brutality. What Qandil cannot
digest is seeing an Egyptian applauding such nonsense.

Human versus machine, imF in cairo,
interest on egyptian debt

***
An International Monetary Fund
(IMF) delegation has arrived in Cairo, and maybe this time Egypt can
present an economic plan that is
worthy of almost $5 billion.
It has been a long drawn-out
road of failed negotiations that have
stalled for various reasons. Initially
Egypt turned its back on the IMF,

saying it didn’t need the loan, then
Egypt’s political parties couldn’t
agree, and then the government
asked for more money.
***
The biggest problem Egypt faces
is to convince the IMF that it is doing a good job of reforming energy
subsidies, or at least that it has a
good plan in place. Unfortunately,
contradictory news reports on
how reforms would take place and
repeated comments from Prime
Minister Hesham Qandil that energy
subsidies will be removed are not
helpful unless people see action on
the ground.
What is clear is that along with
subsidies, the government budget
must be restructured to reallocate
state cash where it is needed (ie
health and education). Meanwhile,
Egypt is struggling to pay off interest payments on government debt
(ie bonds and bills that the government sells every week to try to plug
its deficit).
One London-based economist
working at an international organisation told me that high interest
payments make up around 15 or 16
per cent of the budget, a huge drain
on the government’s finances.
***
A detailed Reuters story on
how Egypt has secured oil supplies for
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pendence on the Cartesian method
to revisit early Islamic history.
Ismat argues that following the
25 January Revolution, the Islamist
opposition to any alternative view
has resorted to more dangerous
techniques, depending on the satellite channel sheikhs and their controversial fatwas. He urges Islamists
to refrain from their auction of halal,
haram, and takfir, while calling upon
liberals to focus on setting the foundations of a mutually respectful dialogue, rather than rushing to appear
in talk-shows.

r e b e l eco n o my Wr a p

“It underlined the indispensable role
humans still play in a market dominated by machines.”
That’s a sentence from a Wall
Street Journal story on the closure
of the New York Stock Exchange because of Hurricane Sandy and how
people are critical to its successful
operation (and equally to its demise).
It also reminds me of a brilliant
speech from Charlie Chaplin in The
Great Dictator, which you must
watch if you haven’t already. An excerpt from the speech:
“Soldiers! Don’t give yourselves
to brutes, men who despise you, enslave you; who regiment your lives,
tell you what to do, what to think
and what to feel!
Who drill you, diet you, treat you
like cattle, use you as cannon fodder. Don’t give yourselves to these
unnatural men – machine men with
machine minds and machine hearts!
You are not machines, you are not
cattle, you are men.”

off with their heads!

Half-muslims and half-infidels
mohamed ismat
Al-Shorouk

What is politics?
emad al-Din adeeb
Al-Watan

the rest of the year, despite fears about
its ability to make payments, from a
small number of western suppliers
who have agreed to deliver unusual
grades of crude for hefty premiums
Obviously this is at a cost. But
more so, it reflects Egypt’s narrowing supply base. Fewer and fewer
companies are willing to supply
Egypt. This is an unsustainable cycle
which will end sooner or later.
In case you weren’t convinced,
Egypt’s petroleum minister himself
said delays in energy subsidy reform
is costing EGP10 billion (or $1.6 billion) every three months.
That’s on top of allocations already
made for the energy subsidy. Phew.
***
Egypt’s foreign reserves probably
rose $300-400 million in October
thanks to loans from Qatar and
Turkey, Reuters reported, quoting
a newspaper report from state-run
Al-Gomhuria newspaper.
Reserves at the end of October
will probably be $15.4 billion or
$15.5 billion, up from $15.04 billion
at the end of September, Al-Gomhuria said.
Usually when this type of story
is leaked, it’s normally true but
don’t let that comfort you.
The trickle of funding that is
coming straight to the central bank
only serves to stabilise the cur-
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A video of Egyptian self-proclaimed
cleric Sheikh Saad Arafat went viral on
Monday, showing one of his religious
“lessons” on Al-Rahma channel, a selfdescribed Islamic channel. In the video he deals with sexual harassment
as follows, “even if you [the woman]
are face-veiled, you are the reason
for harassment for going out of your
house for no reason and letting your
eyes wonder left and right. Thus God
let this wolf on you!”
Before even touching on his senile
logic, what I do not get is how he
was able to put the word “God” and
“wolf” in the same sentence! In basic
religion class when we were six years
old, we were taught that vile actions
by humans are inspired by the devil
not God! God is good, kind, propels
us to be better!! So the “sheikh” is not
even adhering to the basic religious
knowledge of a pre-teen.
Arafat goes on to explain that a
woman sometimes looks at a man, he
looks back as if “she is calling him ‘I
am here, don’t you see me?’” Apparently the basic function of vision has
become a new incitement to sexual
harassment.
This animalistic trend - with apologies to animals - propagated by Wahabi
Sheikhs, has been on the rise lately in
Egypt, with the rise of far-right Islamist
parties and the spread of their wellfunded channels. They are usually met
with derision from both men and
women, provoking jokes and ridicule.
Yet they present an alarming trend of
religious ignorance and gender intolerance. If one single person is swayed
by this kind of thinking, then we are losing the war against extremist mentality.
There is well-known historical
tale Muslims like to brag about that
this pseudo-sheikh did not hear of.
In 838 CE, a Muslim woman was apparently shopping at a market filled
with Romans in Amorium. Some claim
that a Roman man tried to harass the
woman by grabbing her traditional
dress, while others claim that he
was a seller who tried to stiff her. Either way, she answered back and he
slapped her.The gist of it is that when
she was taken to jail, she screamed
“O’ Mo’tasm!” (Al-Mo’tasm was the
Muslim Caliph at the time). He heard
the tale from a man, prepared an army
and invaded the city! For a woman!
According to tales, what mattered for
him, as a caretaker ie a caliph, is that he
responded to the plea of the woman.
And regardless of Arab exaggeration,
which we are prone to, the important
thing is that he did not ask her why
she went there, how she was dressed,
why she dealt with a man or why she
had an argument with him.This story,
passed down by generations of Muslims, shows the difference in mentality of Muslim sheikhs or those who
are supposed to have wisdom when
it comes to dealing with women. Gender interaction in Egypt has taken a
good and sound beating in the last 30
years. Women are regarded as pleasure vessels, enticing creatures that
should be huddled in black and kept
safe at home.Their minds are secondary to their bodies, or rather their
ability to procreate. Sexual harassment has become epidemic in Egypt,
written about in papers and documented on film.
Some deranged sheikhs, and a couple of Coptic priests, claim that it is
the way women dress. In the last 15
years the veil and niqab has become so
widespread that non-veiled women

have become a rarity on the streets.
My mother’s generation used to wear
short skirts and flares in the cities of
Upper Egypt. Photos of seminars and
concerts in the 1960s show women
wearing short dresses and sleeveless
blouses in Qena and Menya, the most
conservative governorates nowadays.
Yet a couple of days ago, armed fights
ensued after a guy harassed a girl in
Beni Sweif, a conservative governorate, and police had to intervene.
The so-called sheikhs who blame
women do not follow a clear instruction for people in a Hadith to “lower
their gazes” which means not to leer,
much less touch.The order not to leer
was given to both men and women and
does not depend on how women dress.
Egypt’s reputation for sexual harassment is an insult to men before
women. It is degrading that on travel
forums women travelling to Egypt are
warned of this social ill, given instructions on how to dress and how to act.
Egyptian women suffer the most from
this and it has resulted in what girls
call “walking with the wooden face”
on the streets; a cold mask of one’s
face that tells any guy on the street
“I am not kidding, I will beat you if
you come near me!” It is both nervewrecking and agitating to expect a
fight while walking. So far, I have personally punched a guy, elbowed one
and ran after three. A personal best,
if I may say so.
The light at the end of the tunnel
comes from young Egyptians. Angry
with what’s happening and with the
encouragement of several women’s
NGOs and movements, young women are starting to talk about harassment, breaking the social taboo that
calls upon the girls to remain silent as
it is not “appropriate” to talk about
such things. Encouraged by each
other’s tales, women have started to
fight back, whether physically on the
streets or through legal complaints
that can put a harasser in jail for to
up to five years.
Young men, angry with the reputation attributed to them, have started
an awareness campaign encouraging
men to “act like men” and stop harassers on the streets. Others took a
more physical approach, apprehending harassers and spraying their shirts
with the word “harasser.” Of course
this leads to more fighting, but the
message was still delivered.
In Egypt, we still have a long way to
go when it comes to societal interaction.The biggest problem is that some
girls currently equate harassment with
compliments in less affluent areas. A
major shift in society has happened in
the last 30 years, due primarily to the
lack of education and culture that has
tainted everything in the country.
In fighting all these factors, religion
is used as a weapon in the hands of the
ignorant. Moderate sheikhs are not
given enough media time. The state
is not spreading moderate teachings
and the same applies for mosques
across Egypt.They belong to the government and are not used to fight this
extremist method of thinking.
As for the sheikhs spreading hate
and intolerance, they remind me of
the character of the Queen of hearts
in Tim Burton’s Alice in Wonderland,
the sick ugly queen who screams “off
with their heads” at anyone who opposes her. Yet they should be careful
of using religion as a weapon lest the
“off with their heads” remarks turn
on them.
S.abobakr@thedailynewsegypt.com

Fa r aH Ha l ime
rency or for subsidies (see how
energy subsidies seem to get into
every part of Egypt?), rather than
the economy. It appears like Egypt’s
central bank is operating hand-tomouth rather than coming up with
a sustainable solution, like perhaps
devaluing the currency.
Qatar lent Egypt $500 million in
October, its second such loan in the
last three months and Turkey lent
the country another $500 million,
Reuters said.
Egypt drew $600 million from reserves to pay for petroleum imports
and $100 million to repay foreign
loans, the report said.
Farah Halime is a business journalist
and founder of Rebel Economy, a blog
focused on how regional economies
are rebuilding after the Arab Spring.
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papal elections then and now

Mohamed Omar

Election workers carry a ballot box to the counting centre during the vote to select the final three papal candidates

Powers of the pope

The new pope will head the church’s
highest authority, the Holy Synod, making crucial decisions on matters of faith,
such as divorce and on structure, such
as the selection of high ranking clergy.
He will also be chairman and Supreme Judge of the Church’s Ecclesiastical Court, ruling on disputes over
church law and other controversial internal affairs. Decisions are made with
the approval of members of the Holy
Synod. He is also responsible for canonising saints,
An increasingly important role of the
pope is his duty in consecrating churches
and dioceses. Pope Shenouda’s 40 year
tenure saw a rapid expansion of Coptic communities overseas, and he was
responsible for consecrating hundreds
of new churches throughout North
America, Europe, Australia, and Africa.
The pope is additionally responsible
for the ordination of bishops and metropolitans.
Eligible candidates for the papal seat
must be members of the church 40
years or older, celibate, and have had at
least 15 years of monastic life.

The Process

Despite the Coptic Church’s pride
in traditions that have remained intact
for centuries, the process for selecting
a leader has evolved throughout the
course of its history, sometimes at an
inconsistent rate.
According to Church tradition, the
church of Egypt’s first patriarch was Saint
Mark the Evangelist, author of one of the
four gospels and one of Jesus Christ’s
original 70 apostles.The apostle was the
first to spread Christianity to Africa, and
oversaw his ministry from Alexandria before he was killed by the Romans.
In its early history, the head of the
Church was the only bishop in Egypt
and twelve priests, based in Alexandria,
would agree on a successor among themselves when their leader had died. The
appointment of a pope was occasionally
influenced by his predecessor, who in a
number of cases expressed favour for a
successor when on his deathbed.
As the Church grew, various bishops
overseeing different areas of the country, began contributing to the process of
selection by consensus. However, the 12

The eligibility of serving bishops to stand as papal candidates continues to
be a subject of debate within the Coptic Church

priests of Alexandria maintained strong
influence over the selection process, and
their role slowly diminished over time.
The casting of lots was used occasionally during the Church’s early periods when a consensus could not be
reached.
Some popes were chosen unconventionally under “divine inspiration.” The
most popular example is mentioned
to have occurred in the 200s in the
Synaxarium, a historical collection of
the Church’s saints.The account claims
that the ailing Pope Julian had a vision
in which he was told that his successor would visit him the next day with
a cluster of grapes, which were out of
season at that time of year. The next
day, a farmer named Demetrius found
grapes and went to the pope for his
blessing, and shortly after became Pope
Demetrius I, the twelfth bishop of Alexandria. Throughout most of its history the Coptic Church traditionally
selected monks and deacons as pope.
In 1873, the Holy Synod prohibited the
selection of bishops to occupy the papal
throne, maintaining that bishops could
only oversee papal affairs during an interim period while the deceased pope’s
successor was being chosen.
The current method used was put
forth in 1957 and approved as a presidential act. The process is currently going through its third implementation and
was used to select Pope CyrilVI and Pope
Shenouda III. Candidates are approved if
supported by a minimum of six members
of the Holy Synod or twelve members
of Maglis Al-Milli (General Congregation
Council). Maglis Al-Milli represents the laity of the Church and deals with non-ecclesiastical matters of the community. Following the initial nominations,an elections
committee considers the qualifications
of each candidate and examines appeals
lodged against them.The committee then
privately systematically eliminates candidates until between five and seven remain.
The list is reduced to three candidates
by voters chosen among the Church’s
clergy, prominent Copts, including journalists and politicians, and lay members
across dioceses around the globe. The
number of voters increased to 2,417
this year to accommodate the growing
number of overseas dioceses. Those
overseas can either travel to Cairo to
cast their ballots, or obtain a letter of
power of attorney that allows for someone to submit their ballots for them.
The selection by each voter is made
by crossing out names of candidates that
the individual rejects, and can only leave
a maximum of three names that are not
crossed out. If a voter wants to support
a single candidate, he or she must cross
out all names on the ballot except for
the candidate he or she favours.
On 4 November, the altar ballot will

take place at St. Mark’s Cathedral in Abbaseya.According to Church law, the lot
is drawn by a blindfolded child so that
God has a final say in the selection.The
process also does away with the internal
politics and lobbying that may occur in
previous stages of the selection.
Bishop Pachomious will then reveal
the name of the next pope to the congregation, also showing the other names
in the box for transparency.
The Church will then ordain the
selected nominee on 18 November in
a ceremony that will be attended by
members of the clergy, high ranking
government officials including President
Mohamed Morsy, foreign dignitaries,
and officials from other religious orders.
Controversy

Saint Mark’s long list of successors
come from backgrounds as diverse
as the processes used to select them.
Among those who occupied the papal
throne were monks, laymen, deacons,
and other lower ranking members of
the Church’s clergy. For most of the
Coptic Church’s history, bishops were
barred from becoming pope.The Coptic
Pope is technically also the Metropolitan of Alexandria, and traditional canon
law prohibited the transfer of a bishop
or metropolitan from one diocese to
another, with the exception of a very
narrow set of circumstances.
However in 1928, Bishop Youannes
of Beheira was selected and ordained
as Pope Youannes XIX. Many prominent
figures within the Church claim that the
decision was hastily made under exceptional political circumstances and with
complete disregard to ecclesiastical law.
Bishop Serapion of Southern California
and Hawaii claimed in a report issued
by his diocese that Youannes appointment as pope came as a result of his
wide range of experience as bishop, his
performance as locum tenens after the
death of his predecessor Pope Cyril V,

Basil El-Dabh

Bishop Raphael

Bishop Tawadros

Father Raphael Ava Mina

and pressure from King Fouad.Youannes
was elected Pope by 85 bishops, abbots,
and members of the Lay Council. This
set a precedent that was used to elect
Popes Macarius III and Yusab I in 1944
and 1946 respectively.
However an article in the 1957 election law permitted bishops from other
dioceses to be selected for the papal
throne. This aspect of the law has been
disputed. On one side, some members
of the community claim that it defies
Church tradition while others welcome
the development. Bishops Raphael and
Tawadros are both general bishops, and
therefore assist the bishops in supervising their dioceses, rather than having
direct jurisdiction over them.
The selection of Pope Shenouda III
was seen as less controversial, as he
was Bishop of Christian Education and
had not been assigned a specific diocese
from which he had to be moved to become Bishop of Alexandria. His predecessor Pope Cyril VI was a monk prior
to his selection.
Many members of the Coptic Church
have called for reforming the 1957 Law,
both to restrict bishops’ nominations,
which some argue opens the door to
more politics within the church, and to
open voting to a much higher number
of participants.

the village of Soul.The group realised that
it needed to raise awareness of sectarian
issues throughout Egypt and to provide
a voice independent of the Church that
could pressure the government to act
against the attacks on Christians that had
increased in rate since 25 January.
When discussing the political role
of the Church, many politically active
Christians hope for and foresee a more
withdrawn role from the papacy, replaced by groups like MYU along with
progressive and leftist parties.
“There’s a dangerous school
of thought within the Church
that we should always turn the
other cheek,” said Mina Al-Qess, a
spokesman for the MYU’s political committee.“People need to understand that
now we have to fight for our rights.When
you’re sick do you just stay at home and
pray? No.You go visit a doctor,” he said.
Al-Qess stressed that one of the most
important priorities in post-revolution
Egypt is making Copts feel like full citizens.
Hany Ramsis, another MYU member,
said that the role of the Pope is clearly
stated in Church law and tradition and
that it was a role that the next pope
would need to observe.
“Parties and the government need to
stop talking to the Church as if they’re
speaking to us,” said Androis Eida.”We
know the issues we face on the ground
every day more than the Church. And
when the Church talks about a sectarian
issue, we can’t contradict it.”
“Let the Church deal with its own
internal dealings, not our roles as citizens,” added Ramy Kamel.
While many Coptic youth were critical
of some of Shenouda’s decisions,especially
political ones, many respectfully remember the personable former patriarch who
was notoriously accessible to members
of the Church. “I remember seeing him
at local parishes overseeing ceremonies
that bishops should have been responsible
for,” said Bishoy Tamry. “He managed to
do it, but the next one won’t and the bishops will have to get used to it.”
However not all politically active
Copts agree on a politically silenced papacy.“We hope that [the Pope] will take
steps back [from politics], but I think the
policies of Morsy and Salafi attacks will
not allow for the next pope to do that,”
said Emad Gad, a political analyst for AlAhram Centre for Strategic Studies and
former MP of the Egyptian Social Democratic Party who participated in Monday’s papal elections. “I think he will be
forced to play a political role,” he added.
Gad pointed out examples of ways in
which the current political climate acted
on a sectarian basis, including Article 3 of
the current draft constitution which says
that Christians are subject to their own religious laws for personal issues. He blamed
the sectarian mentality on the current
wave of political Islamism from the Muslim
Brotherhood and Salafi groups.
It was these external problems that
Gad deemed most critical for the next
pope to deal with. “I think the hottest
issues are outside the Church,” he said.
“...to deal with the president, the government, and how to get the rights of
Christians as Egyptians, not as a minority. As Egyptians, we are asking for total
citizenship and equality.We are not just
asking for some interests as Christians.”

And then there were three

A less political pope?

Framed photographs line the hall leading to the Virgin Mary’s Church in Coptic
Cairo. More commonly known as the
“Hanging Church,” the historical landmark has stood since the seventh century, and was served as the seat of the
Coptic Pope when it was first moved from
Alexandria to Cairo in 1047.The chronologically arranged photos show leaders of
the Church with Egyptian heads of state,
starting with Pope Macarius II and King
Farouk and ending with Metropolitan
Pachomious, the current caretaker of the
Church, with President Mohamed Morsy.
“The Church is only a spiritual authority.” This sentence was uttered by Mina
Danial in a television interview. It came
in response to the host asking why he
had continued protesting after Shenouda
urged Copts to refrain from doing so.
Danial was killed in the Maspero massacre on 9 October 2011 when the
Egyptian Army attacked predominantly
Christian protesters demonstrating
against the destruction of a Church.Since
then, his likeness has been emblazoned
on the walls of Cairo streets as his name
echoes from anti-government sit-ins as a
posthumous representative for not only
Copts, but all those who suffered before,
during, and after Egypt’s revolution.
He also represents the evolution of
a community that had been relatively
politically withdrawn during the days
of Nasser, Sadat, and Mubarak. The increased level of participation is seen in
the Cairo neighbourhood of Shubra,
where a group of senior members of
the Maspero Youth Union (MYU) huddled around a table on a Thursday night
discussing ways to effectively campaign
against the current draft constitution.
The MYU was formed after a protest
on 5 March 2011 when demonstrators
marched to the state radio and television
building in the aftermath of the torching
of Saint Mina and Saint George’s church in

Laurence Underhill

On 31 October 1971, scores packed into
St. Mark’s Cathedral in Alexandria looked
on as a small child named Ayman Ghali,
blindfolded and held by a deacon, selected
one of three names at the altar.He handed
it to Metropolitan Antonious, the locum
tenens (acting head of the Church) who
then held up the name of who would
become the 117th Pope of the Coptic
Orthodox Church.The name was Bishop
Shenouda, Bishop of Christian Education
and the Dean of the Coptic Orthodox
Theological Seminary, a popular member
of the clergy who was known and respected within the Church for his theological work and support of reforms.The
selection profoundly affected the next 40
years of the Coptic Church, and Egypt as
a whole. The difference in Egypt’s oldest
institution between his ordination on 14
November of that year and his death on
17 March 2012 is vast.
On 4 November, the Church will select Shenouda’s successor, a figure who
will guide the Coptic population through
a period of instability and the threat of
increased sectarian tension.While some
are hoping the pope will take a reduced
public role, others expect him to champion Copts political rights. Daily News
Egypt explores the candidates for a 2,000
year-old position and what will be expected of him.

Mohamed Omar

By Basil El-Dabh

Basil El-Dabh

Basil El-Dabh

The CopTiC ChurCh will announCe iTs 118Th leader
nexT sunday. The new pope will faCe a number of
issues, and his role will evolve alongside egypT's
poliTiCal ClimaTe

Whoever accedes to the papacy will have the crucial job of managing relations between the Coptic Church and the
temporal powers ruling Egypt

The final three candidates are two
bishops and a monk, and won by a large
margin over the other two candidates
in the elections phase on 29 October.
Bishop Raphael, General Bishop of
Downtown Cairo - Bishop Raphael was
born Michel Erian Al-Hakim on 10 March
1958 in the Cairo neighbourhood of Shubra. He entered the Ain Shams University
Faculty of Medicine in 1974 and practiced
as a physician for a few years before receiving his clerical degree in 1984. He was
ordained a monk in 1990 at the Baramus
Monastery in Wadi Al-Natroun as Father
Justus Al-Baramusi. He was ordained
Bishop of the Downtown Cairo churches in 1997 by Pope Shenouda III. Bishop
Raphael’s sermons were well known, as
was his emphasis on education and youth
outreach. He has also been the author of
many books during his tenure as bishop.
He also utilised his background in
medicine to help establish medical centres in downtown Cairo and took advantage of the diversity of his diocese
to foster good relations with the other
Christian communities in his area.
Raphael takes on a more proactive philosophy when it comes to the Church’s
political role. According to a biography
provided by the Church, the Bishop of
Downtown Cairo lobbied Prime Minister
Essam Sharaf’s government for the ease of
restrictions on the building of churches in
response to the wave of ongoing sectarian
conflicts that surrounded this issue.
Because of the central nature of his
post and his success, Raphael is the most
well known of the remaining three candidates and is close with Bishop Moussa,
general bishop of Youth Affairs and one of
the most widely popular members of the
Coptic clergy. He received the most votes
during the election phase on Monday.
Bishop Tawadros, General Bishop
of Beheira - Wagih Sobhy Bakky Suleiman was born on 4 November 1952 in
Mansoura. His father was an irrigation
engineer and his family moved around
during his childhood from Mansoura to
Sohag and then to Damanhour. He received his Bachelors Degree in Pharmacy in 1975 from Alexandria University
and earned a fellowship in World Health
in England in 1985. Between obtaining
his two degrees he began studying at the
seminary in 1981, the same year Pope
Shenouda III was banished by President
Anwar Al-Sadat.Tawadros converted to
monasticism in 1988 and was ordained
a priest two years later.
He was ordained Bishop Tawadros,
General Bishop of Beheira, by Shenouda
III in 1997. As bishop he gained a reputation for his ability to explain complex
theological topics and his work with the
youth.He enjoys a close relationship with
the Metropolitan of Beheira Bishop Pachomious, locum tenens of the Church
until the new pope has been selected.
Bishop Tawadros has expressed his
belief that the Church’s role should be
pastoral and service-oriented, and not
as a political actor.According to Church
accounts,Tawadros encourages political
progress to come about by Christians’
participation in the political process independent of the Church, which should
only intervene in extreme cases.
Father Raphael Ava Mina- Born
in December 1942 in the Rod Al-Farag
neighbourhood of Cairo as Raphael
Sobhy Tawfiq, Father Raphael is the
only monk remaining among papal
candidates and is the oldest nominee
at 70 years old. He obtained his law
degree from Cairo University in 1964.
He became a monk at the famous Mar
Mina Monastery in 1969. He was the
monastery’s contact to the papacy
between the death of its abbot and
the appointment of a new one from
1996 to 2003.
Father Raphael is well known for the
close relationships he maintained with
Pope Cyril VI and Pope Shenouda III.
He believes that the Church should
remain completely independent of all
political life, and that members of the
Church should achieve political goals as
parts of larger political parties rather
than rallying around their religion.
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lifestyle
events
Music

Colouring Cairo Green

on the town

Cairo Opera Orchestra and
Omar Khairat

Enjoy your classical music
with one of Egypt’s most
famous musicians, Omar
Khairat, a staple of Egyptian culture, who will be
performing. Tickets are
available from the ticket
office.
Cairo Opera House
El Borg Gezira
Zamalek, Cairo
Tel: (02) 2739 0114
31 October 8 pm

Rudi Jagerbacher, Christian Grage, Carlos Khneisser and Osman Khairat,
the general manager with the team of the hotel

Ali El Haggar
If you abhor the state of Arabic
pop today and something nostalgic is on your mind, enjoy a night
of Arabic music with renowned
singer Ali El Haggar in Zamalek.
El Sawy Culture Wheel
Wisdom Hall
End of 26th of July Street
Zamalek, Cairo
Tel: (02) 2736 6178
31October 9 pm
Parties
Halloween Funfest
Music, food, and gifts and you got
yourself a Halloween party at
the Safir hotel in Dokki where
you are invited to dress up and
party hard! Tickets are EGP 150
if reserved and EGP 200 at the
door.
Safir Hotel
22 Refaah Street
El Messaha Square
Dokki, Cairo
Tel: (02)37 482 424
31 October 7 pm
Frankie’s Eve
Celebrate Halloween with this
tongue-in-cheek Frankie’s eve at
the Roof Bar and show off your
creative talents with a costume
of your choice. Tickets are EGP
300 if reserved, and EGP 350 at
the door.
Gabriel Hotel, Sun City Mall
Heliopolis, Cairo
Tel: (02) 2696 0700
31 October 9 pm
exhibition
Roh
Shayma Kamel gives her view
of the world in the exhibition
Roh. The young Egyptian artist
approaches her subjects from a
woman’s perspective, giving her
work a unique voice.
Tache Art Gallery
S-139 El Sahara District
Designopolis
Cairo, Egypt
30 October 10 am

Weather
Wednesday, October 31
Alexandria

29°C / 17°C

Aswan

35°C / 20°C

Cairo

31°C / 19°C

Hurghada

32°C / 22°C

Luxor

34°C / 21°C

Sharm El-Sheikh

34°C / 23°C

Suez

28°C / 16°C

Courtesy of Shagara Facebook page

The Hilton Alexandria Green Plaza was recently honoured by the first visit
of Rudi Jagerbacher, Area President Middle East & Africa. He was accompanied by Christian Grage, Vice President Operations Egypt & Levant and
Carlos Khneisser, Vice President Development.
During their visit they inspected the extensive renovations of the hotel
and its facilities like the news swimming pool that covers an area of 400
square meters, the adjoining restaurant as well as the new gym featuring
the latest Techno Gym equipment. Renovations also include most of the
hotel’s rooms and its distinctive new meeting rooms, which will be inaugurated in the near future.

A Shagara rooftop garden in one of Cairo's impoverished neighbourhoods

In a country where grey and yellow
dominate, initiatives to add a little bit of
green are often met with scepticism.Yet
Egypt is witnessing a boom in environmental initiatives. Shagara is a creative
attempt to improve our quality of life
and save cities along the way.
There is a growing environmental consciousness; bicycle campaigns,
rooftop gardens, carpooling, and more
organic, locally sourced food. After the
fall of an autocratic government, Egyptians had high expectations for the state
to step in and implement nation-wide
reforms to fix problems like traffic, congestion, the destruction of public parks,
the lack of urban planning, and the proximity of factories to highly-populated
areas. As Egypt’s major cities turn into
moving parking lots for the majority of
workdays, many are taking matters into
their own hands.
Shagara means tree in Arabic, and the
basic simple premise is to plant more
of them, particularly in cities. Mohamed
Hedayat, one of the co-founders of
Shagara, says it aims to provide more
than merely plant more trees, “Shagara
has three goals and they are to mitigate and be a factor in combating global
warming, to combat pollution and the
effect of cars and factories on the health
of Egyptians, and to increase the situation of low-income families through
environmental initiatives.”
“Shagara was founded right after the
revolution by a group of young people,”

added Hedayat. Their focus on combating poverty through the environment
sets them apart in a country that suffers
from both extreme poverty and severe
pollution. Shagara combined both of
them to create a programme that they
hope will be easy to sustain, profitable,
and educational.
“By planting specifically fruit-producing trees which provide some profit
through selling or contribute to feeding,
we can not only help to alleviate poverty but also help people accept the idea
as being directly relevant and beneficial
to their everyday lives instead of something they only do for the environment
or the greater good,” said Hedayat.
Shagara does not use clay or soil
when they plant, instead using separate pods in different mediums that
they deem as yielding better products, which are more efficient at
preventing diseases. “Most of these
materials can be found commonly
and cheaply and the yield is three to
four times better for the same area.
One thing that is not easily found is
the solutions for the plants but we
provide them at Shagara for those
wanting to take the initiative and of
course we use drop irrigation,” explained Hedayat.
Hedayat says rooftop gardening is
easy and simple,“we come to the place
and we take a look, then we talk about
an appropriate budget for the space and
we help you every step of the way. A

100 metre rooftop would take about
a week.”
Shagara is trying to start a new project called Shagar fel Madares or Trees in
Schools in Qaliubiya, in which they will
install a rooftop garden on the school’s
roof and eventually get the idea popular across other schools in Egypt. “We
think schools are very important in
raising environmental awareness, firstly
because they are places of learning, but
secondly because we are excited about
providing work for the school staff.We
set it up where the school can use half
the profit from the produce and the
other half goes to the workers. The
school can then use this in other activities and further enhance their quality of
education.”
Shagara has had its fair share of hurdles with state bureaucracy,“people are
usually very receptive to our ideas but
it is very difficult to obtain permission
and get through regulations from official bodies all over the country. We
have been struggling for the past year.
We have already had to abandon one
school even though we had set everything up only because of state bureaucracy,” said Hedayat.
Shagara is trying hard to expand
outside of Cairo, where they are based
“for now,” as Hedayat explained it.The
initiative combines combating poverty
and improving our quality of life into
one vision, where they are indelibly, and
quite neatly, linked.

Bite Me Cairo: Fit For A King

Simon W. Stamper, area general manager InterContinental, Holiday Inn
and Staybridge Suites Cairo Citystars and Mohamed Ibrahim, general
manager of Holiday Inn Cairo Citystars cutting Holiday Inn’s 60th anniversary cake with the management team

holiday Inn celebrates 60 years
Holiday Inn turns 60 this month and Cairo is invited to join in the worldwide celebration of the diamond anniversary of this iconic brand at Holiday
Inn Cairo Citystars.
“For us, Holiday Inn’s 60th is a celebration of the firsts that have kept our
hotels fresh, and the brand so popular. Here in Holiday Inn Cairo Citystars,
it’s also a great opportunity for us to share the excitement with our community and regular guests, and celebrate our own firsts,” said Holiday Inn
general manager, Mohamed Ibrahim.
To celebrate Holiday Inn’s diamond anniversary, Holiday Inn Cairo Citystars management team threw a cocktail party for the hotel’s guests and
top clients. All guests checking in the hotel also received complimentary
vouchers worth EGP 60 to use in any of the hotel’s restaurants during the
celebration period.

By David Blanks

King Farouk’s eating habits are legendary. I have encountered at least three
different stories about his breakfasts.
According to Jimmy Wilds, a British signalman attached to naval headquarters
in Alexandria, Farouk used to have six
roast chickens in the morning, eating
the choice bits off the legs and wings
and then throwing the scraps off the
balcony to the poor waiting below.
More than once I have been told that
the king started his day with caviar, eating it directly from the can, which he
then followed with boiled eggs, toast,
chicken, pigeon, steak, lamb and lobster.
Who knows? It is also said that he consumed up to thirty bottles of carbonated drinks per day. No wonder he was
dyspeptic.
I have also heard that he used to eat
as many as thirty eggs for breakfast.
That this is the same as the number of
bottles of pop he was alleged to consume each day makes me suspicious of
the story. Still, there are too many such
tales to ignore them completely. It is not
recorded whether Farouk liked his eggs
boiled, fried, poached or scrambled, but
with all the weight he gained towards
the end of the monarchy, and his reputation for gambling and drinking and
keeping mistresses, I’m guessing that if
she had had a choice his second wife
Narriman would have preferred her
eggs unfertilised.
Whether or not these stories are
true, you can still live them, which her
royal self and I most assuredly did. In
time-honoured, family-style, holiday
fashion, on the last day of the Eid, at
the Helnan Auberge Hotel in Fayoum. It
was a command performance.The head
of the family invited the rest of us for
the day and it made for a perfect holiday
get together.
Situated on Lake Qaroun, the setting was fit for the occasion, as the
Auberge du Lac Fayoum was one of
the king’s hunting lodges, built in 1937.
Lake Qaroun is now a wildlife sanctu-
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Foodist at work

ary with over 80 protected bird species.
The lodge itself was used for some of
the negotiations that were conducted
between Allied and Arab leaders after
WWII. There is a large portrait of a
largish Churchill in the drawing room,
and one can easily imagine him sitting
in the breakfast room eating six roast
chickens and thirty eggs of his own.
It takes about an hour to get to the
Helnan Auberge from Cairo; it’s easy to
find and it’s well worth the effort.There
were a dozen of us and the kitchen
staff did itself proud by covering every
available centimeter of the huge dining
table with home-made Fayoumi food.
(Sensibly, my father-in-law knew what
he was doing and had called ahead and
arranged the timing so that everything
was set before us the minute we sat
down, an excellent tip if you have a large
party and want to recreate the Farouk
experience for yourself.)
A list of the more than forty dishes
that were served to our party of twelve
would no more fit on this page than the
dishes themselves fit on the table, but
to give you an idea, there were some
excellent variations on the traditional

Egyptian salads, often featuring pomegranate seeds both as decoration and
ingredient; this worked especially well in
the fruit salad.The salads were followed
by a heaping tray of tomato, cabbage,
zucchini, peppers and eggplant mahshi
as well as wara einab, rice, bamia (okra
in tomato sauce), and betingan makdoos
(spiced, pickled eggplant). The mains included grilled meats of every imaginable
variety,including lamb chops,chicken and
filet, and two kinds of fattah, one with a
spicy tomato sauce that was new to me.
And on and on and on. It was fantastic.
Any time I have the privilege of being invited to a family holiday feast is
fantastic, but the setting on the lake in
the old hunting lodge made this one
particularly fun, as did the superb service of the hotel staff and the fact that
there were little Fayoumi twists on
these traditional dishes that in good
Egyptian fashion had us talking about
food throughout the entire meal.
The spirit of the king lives on in this
place. It is perfect for a family outing or
a weekend couples’ excursion. As for
myself, I am hoping it turns into an annual family tradition.

Tagen rice
with meat
Ingredients

• 2 ½ cups of rice – roz
• 1 kg veal, cubed – lah-met eg-l
• 1 medium onion, cut into quarters
– ba-sal
• 2 cups of milk – la-ban
• 1 tbsp ghee – sam-na
• 2 cardamom – hab-ba-ha-ni
• 2 bay leaves – war-ra lau-ra
• salt and pepper – malh and fil-fil
Directions

Wash the meat well. Fill a deep large
pan with water and bring to boil over
medium heat. Add the onion, cardamom, bay leaves and meat cubes. Boil
for about 1-1 ½ hours until the meat
is tender and done. After about 45
minutes, add the salt and pepper.Take
the meat out of the broth.
Wash the rice well and drain. Brush
a baking dish that has a well fitting

cover with ghee. Arrange the meat
cubes in the bottom of the baking
dish. Add the rice over meat.
Strain the broth and pour it over rice.
Pour in the milk. Use a fork to move
the rice and meat slightly to allow
the liquids to reach the bottom of
baking dish. Sprinkle salt and pepper
on the surface.
Heat the oven to 190-200C. Cover
the dish tightly with the lid. Place the
baking dish in the oven and leave for
about 30 minutes or until the rice
has absorbed most of the liquid and
becomes doughy.
Remove the cover and switch on the
grill. Broil the rice until the surface
becomes golden.
Note

• If desired add ½ cup of sour cream
on top of rice the after 15 minutes
of placing the baking dish in the oven.

